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Abstract

A modi�ed version of the QR{decomposition (QRD) is presented. It uses approximate Givens rotations instead of

exact Givens rotations, i.e., a matrix entry usually annihilated with an exact rotation by an angle � is only reduced by

using an approximate rotation by an angle ~�. The approximation of the rotations is based on the idea of CORDIC.

Evaluating a CORDIC{based approximate rotation is to determine the angle ~� = �` = arctan 2�`, which is closest to

the exact rotation angle �. This angle �` is applied instead of �. Using approximate rotations for computing the QRD

results in an iterative version of the original QRD.

A recursive version of this QRD using CORDIC{based approximate rotations is applied to adaptive RLS �ltering.

Only a few angles of the CORDIC sequence, r say (r � b, where b is the word length), work as well as using exact

rotations (r = b, original CORDIC). The misadjustment error decreases as r increases. The convergence of the QRD{

RLS algorithm, however, is insensitive to the value of r. Adapting the approximation accuracy during the course of the

QRD{RLS algorithm is also discussed. Simulations (channel equalization) con�rm the results.

Keywords: QR{decomposition, CORDIC, approximate rotations, adaptive RLS �ltering.

1 Introduction

In many signal processing applications (e.g. system identi�cation, channel equalization) an adaptation algorithm is

used to adapt the coe�cients of the used �lter to the instationarity of the underlying processes. The M coe�cients w

of the �lter are adapted such that the di�erence between the �lter output y(t) and a given reference signal ~y(t), i.e.,

the error signal e(t), is minimized (Figure 1).

For the minimization of the error signal two di�erent criteria are known { the least mean square (LMS) or the least

squares (LS) minimization criteria. The algorithms derived from these minimization criteria are the LMS algorithm

and the RLS algorithm, respectively [15]. The LMS algorithm is computationally inexpensive (O(M ) per sample data

vector, where M is the �lter length) and easy to implement. The RLS algorithm on the other hand is computationally

more expensive (O(M2)) but its convergence is insensitive to the eigenvalue spread of the data covariance matrix.

Due to its computational expense the RLS algorithm does not comply with many real time applications and therefore

parallel implementations have been developed. The method of choice for the fast parallel implementation of adaptive

RLS �ltering is based on the QR decomposition (QRD) X = QR of the data matrix. The respective QRD{RLS



algorithm has better numerical properties than the covariance based RLS algorithm (no squaring of the condition

number of the data matrix) and is highly suited for a parallel implementation.

The QRD{RLS algorithm can e�ciently be implemented on the Gentleman{Kung array [7] (Figure 2). The main

tasks of the processor cells of this multiprocessor array is the evaluation and the execution of plane rotations. In the

diagonal cells the rotations are evaluated. These rotations are sent to the processor cells of the same row, where they

are applied to the respective rows of the matrix. Finally, the processor array contains the upper triangular matrix R

of the QRD X = QR and Q is the procuct of all applied rotations. The upper triangular matrix can recursively be

updated by simply feeding new data vectors (new rows of X) into the processor array.

Usually for the implementation of the plane rotations additions, multiplications, divisions and square roots (or

transcendental functions) are required. Therefore, the hardware requirements and the data pulse frequency of the

processor array is determined by the complexity of the rotation evaluation. There are, however, di�erent methods for

modifying the plane rotations with respect to the e�cient parallel implementation of rotation{based algorithms (QRD,

QR{algorithm, Jacobi methods) on multiprocessor arrays: factorized/fast rotations [6, 14, 8, 20, 13], approximate

rotations [19, 2], factorized and approximate rotations [10]. A further widely used method for a modi�ed computation

of plane rotations with respect to an e�cient VLSI implementation is the CORDIC [21, 3, 5, 4]. CORDIC enables

the evaluation and the execution of a plane rotation by a sequence of shift{and{add operations. Using the CORDIC

algorithm a plane rotation is evaluated (and executed) by applying b elementary CORDIC angles �i = arctan 2�i,

where i = 0; 1; 2; : : : ; b (b = word length).

In this paper the idea of using CORDIC{based approximate rotations, which was presented in [9, 12] for the Jacobi

algorithm is applied to the Givens rotations of the QRD. Evaluating the CORDIC{based approximate Givens rotation

is to determine the shift value ` corresponding to the CORDIC angle �` = arctan 2�` which is closest to the exact

rotation angle � (i.e. � = arctan y=x required to rotate [x; y]T to [x0; y0]T such that y0 = 0). Using approximate rotations

means no annihilation of the matrix entry but only a reduction of the respective matrix entry (i.e., jy0j = jdj � jyj, where
0 � jdj < 1). Thus, in order to obtain the �nal upper triangular matrix R the QRD with approximate rotations must

be executed iteratively. Therefore, the use of approximate rotations for the QRD results in an iterative version of the

QRD. One iteration step of this iterative QRD can be implemented on the Jacobi{type QRD array of Luk [18]. For

signal processing applications it is, however, advantageous to use the QRD{RLS algorithm with approximate rotations

in its standard form, i.e., as implemented on the Gentleman{Kung array. The matrix entry which is usually annihilated

is only reduced. Instead of rotating this matrix entry to zero the remaining part of the matrix entry is neglected and,

instead, it is dealt with the next data vector. An approximation accuracy of the rotation corresponding to a few angles

of the CORDIC, r say, where r � b, is su�cient to obtain the same performance as using exact rotations (r = b).

The misadjustment errror decreases as r increases. The speed of convergence, however, is insensitive to the value of

r. Di�erent approximation accuracies are considered and adapting the approximation accuracy during the course of

the QRD{RLS algorithm is also discussed. Simulations of the QRD{RLS algorithm with CORDIC{based approximate

rotations are presented for a channel equalization example.

In section 2 the QRD{RLS algorithm for adaptive �ltering and its parallel implementation on the Gentleman{

Kung array is reviewed. In section 3 the CORDIC{based approximate Givens rotation is presented. In section 4 the

CORDIC{based approximate Givens rotations are used for adaptive QRD{RLS �ltering. The performance for RLS

�ltering and the complexity of a parallel implementation are discussed. Section 5 concludes the paper.
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Figure 2: Gentleman{Kung array for QRD{RLS �ltering (M = 7)



2 QRD–RLS Algotrithm

A Givens rotation G(�) is de�ned by the rotation angle � as follows:

G(�) =
1p

1 + tan2 �

"
1 tan�

� tan� 1

#
: (1)

Usually the rotation angle � is computed such that a vector [x; y]T is rotated by �, i.e."
x0

y0

#
= G(�)

"
x

y

#
; (2)

where � is computed such that y0 = 0. We denote the corresponding rotation G(�) as an exact rotation since it

generates y0 = 0 exactly. The rotation angle � of the exact rotation is de�ned by

� = arctan
y

x
: (3)

Usually the QRD{RLS algorithm works as follows. Let

X(t � 1) = Q(t � 1)R(t� 1)

be the QRD of the (t � 1) �M data matrix X(t � 1) available at time step t � 1. Given a new data vector xT (t) =

[x1(t); : : : ; xM(t)]T the QRD of X(t) =

"
X(t� 1)

xT (t)

#
is computed by appending the new data vector xT (t) to R(t� 1)

and annihilating xT (t) by a sequence of M Givens rotations. With � as a forgetting factor (� = 1 in order to �nd the

QRD of X(t)) we compute "
R(t)

0T

#
= Q̂T (t)

"
�R(t � 1)

xT (t)

#
; (4)

where Q̂T (t) is the product of the M Givens rotations required to annihilate xT (t).

This QRD{RLS algorithm can e�ciently be implemented on the Gentleman{Kung array [7] (Figure 2). Suppose that

at time step t� 1 the upper triangular matrix R(t� 1) is stored in the upper triangular processor array. Now, the new

data vector xT (t) is feeded in the processor array as it is shown in Figure 2 for the �rst rows of X. Let the index [i] of

xT[i](t) denote the number of rotations already applied to the new data vector xT[0](t) = [x[0]1(t); : : : ; x[0]M(t)]T = xT (t).

The i{th diagonal cell of the processor array computes the rotation G(�) required to annihilate the i{th component of

xT[i�1](t) with the i{th diagonal entry of R(t� 1), i.e., G(�) is computed such that"
rii(t)

0

#
=G(�)

"
�rii(t � 1)

x[i�1]i(t)

#
:

Then the rotationG(�) is sent to the processor cells of the same row, where G(�) is applied to the i{th row of �R(t�1)

and the actual data vector xT[i�1](t). The product of the M Givens rotations computed in the M diagonal cells and

required to annihilate the M components of the data vector xT (t) yields Q̂T (t).

3 CORDIC–Based Approximate Givens Rotation

An approximate rotation G(~�) is de�ned by an approximate rotation angle ~� which guarantees

jy0j = jdj � jyj with 0 � jdj < 1 : (5)



The reduction factor d depends on � = x=y and ~t = tan ~� as follows:

d(�; t) =
1� � � ~tp
1 + ~t2

: (6)

Obviously, for the exact rotation where ~t = tan� = y=x one obtains d = 0.

At this point having de�ned an approximate rotation we make use of the idea of CORDIC [21], i.e. with respect to

a simple implementation of the rotation we restrict ourselves to the set of approximate angles

~� = �i = arctan 2�i ; (7)

where i 2 I = f0; 1; 2; : : : ; bg (b = word length). Therefore, we only allow rotations of the form

Gu(i) =

"
1 �2�i

��2�i 1

#
: (8)

An approximate unscaled rotation Gu(i) � [x; y]T (often denoted as a �{rotation) can be executed by two shift{and{add

operations. The orthonormal scaled rotation Gs(i) = KiGu(i) is obtained by applying the scaling factor

Ki =
1p

1 + 2�2i
: (9)

The main di�erence to the original CORDIC is that only one speci�c rotation angle �i is chosen (the original

CORDIC uses all �i for i = 0; 1; : : : ; b). Therefore, in contrary to the original CORDIC algorithm (constant scaling

factor) the scaling factor Ki depends on the value of i.

The optimal CORDIC{based approximate rotation given by the optimal angle �` is de�ned by the CORDIC angle

�i (i 2 I) which is closest to the exact rotation angle �, i.e.

j�` � �j = min
i2I

j�i � �j : (10)

This optimal �` can be determined following the ideas presented in [12, 11]. man(a) and exp(a), respectively, denote

the mantissa and the exponent of a binary oating point number a.

� According to tan� = y=x � 2�` an estimate for ` can be obtained by

`e = exp(y) � exp(x) ; (11)

� Since man(y)=man(x) 2 [0:25; 1[ one obtains

` 2 J = f`e; `e + 1; `e + 2g (12)

� By computing [x̂; ŷ]T = Gu(i) � [x; y]T with i 2 J and checking the sign of ŷ the optimal value for ` can be

identi�ed [11]. Note, that here only unscaled rotations are necessary.

This procedure guarantees jd(�; `)j � 1=3. d(j� j; `) is shown in Figure 3 (solid line).

In virtue of an easy scaling factor compensation the approximate rotation is slightly changed by using a double

rotation with ` = ` + 1 in order to avoid the square root in the scaling factor [3]. Therefore, the unscaled approximate

rotation Gdu(`) is

Gdu(`) =

"
1� 2�2` �2�`+1

��2�`+1 1� 2�2`

#
: (13)



The scaled rotation is Gds(`) = K2
`
Gdu(`), where K

2
`
= 1=(1 + 2�2`) can recursively be computed by shift{and{add

operations as follows [12]:

K2
`
= (1� 2�2`)

wY
i=1

(1 + 2�2
i+1

`) with w = log2b
b

2`
c : (14)

The number of shift and add operations for scaling decreases for increasing values of ` (small angles), e.g., for ` > b=2

no scaling is required at all.

The CORDIC{based approximate Givens rotation for rotating [x; y]T is summarized as follows:

� Determine the optimal ` by the procedure described above.

� Set ` = ` + 1 and compute [�x; �y]T = Gdu(`) � [x; y]T .

� Execute [x0; y0]T = K2
`
� [�x; �y]T according to (14).

This procedure slightly changes the original approximation and yields d(j� j; `) as shown in Figure 3 (dash{dotted line).

Here, we obtain jd(j� j; `)j< 0:51. Note, the fast convergence to the �rst approximation (solid line) for increasing `.

The CORDIC{based approximate rotation can also be used to actually generate y0 = 0 by applying the described

procedure iteratively. Thereby, only the CORDIC angles, which are really necessary to generate y0 = 0, are executed

while the original CORDIC uses the complete sequence of CORDIC angles (suppose a small angle �, then the large

angles are also executed although they do not contribute to the reduction of y). The iterative application of the

CORDIC{based approximate rotation to [x; y]T = [2; 1]T is shown in Table 1 for a word length of b = 16. Obviously,

only r = 5 CORDIC angles (r iterations of the above procedure) of the b = 16 CORDIC angles are really required to

obtain y0 = 0.

4 QRD–RLS Algorithm Using Approximate Rotations

Using CORDIC{based approximate rotations for the implementation of the Givens rotations it is possible to execute

the rotations in the QRD{RLS algorithm with a chosen accuracy of the approximation, i.e. with a choosen number r

of optimal CORDIC angles per rotation. As shown in Table 1 it is usually su�cient to execute r� b optimal CORDIC

angles to achieve an exact rotation. It will be shown in the sequel, however, that it is more e�cient to work with

approximate rotations for adaptive RLS �ltering problems.

By using approximate rotations the new data vector is only reduced (instead of rotating it to zero as in (4)), i.e.,

we obtain "
~R(t)

~xT (t)

#
= ~QT (t)

"
�R(t� 1)

xT (t)

#
; (15)

where ~QT (t) is the product of the M approximate Givens rotations required to reduce the components of xT (t). After

this reduction ~xT (t) is neglected, i.e., instead of reducing ~xT (t) to zero by further �{rotations (in order to obtain (4))

a new data vector xT (t + 1) is used and the next approximate QRD{update (15) is executed. Therefore, instead of

executing n QRD{updates according to (4) one can roughly execute b

r
n approximate QRD{updates according to (15).

One reason for the better performance of the approximate QRD{update algorithm is that it is more e�cient to use

the information provided by the new data vector approximately instead of spending the e�ort to actually reduce the

current data vector exactly to zero (the main information is already included in ~R(t) since the greatest reduction of y

is achieved by the �rst optimal CORDIC angle; compare Table 1).

Another way to analyze the better performance of the approximate QRD{updating algorithm is as follows. Suppose

that the forgetting factor is � = 1. The magnitude of the matrix elements of R(t) and ~R(t), respectively, will increase
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Figure 3: d(j� j; `) for the CORDIC{based approximate Givens rotation (original approximation (solid line), double

rotation method (dash{dotted line)).

[x; y]T = [+2:0000;+1:0000]T

r = 1 : ` = 2 � = �1 [x; y]T = [+2:2352;�0:0588]T
r = 2 : ` = 6 � = +1 [x; y]T = [+2:2360;+0:0110]T

r = 3 : ` = 9 � = �1 [x; y]T = [+2:2361;+0:0023]T

r = 4 : ` = 11 � = �1 [x; y]T = [+2:2361;+0:0001]T

r = 5 : ` = 15 � = �1 [x; y]T = [+2:2361;�0:0000]T
r = 6 : ` = 18 > b = 16

Table 1: Iterative application of the CORDIC{based approximate rotation (double rotation method).



while the magnitude of the components of xT (t) remains in the same range, i.e. the required angles will tend to zero for

t!1. Obviously, the original CORDIC does not take any advantage of this fact since it always executes the complete

sequence of CORDIC angles. Therefore, a lot of unnecessary (large) CORDIC angles are executed until the range of the

really required (small) CORDIC angles is reached. The presented CORDIC{based approximate rotation method takes

full advantage of the decrease of the angles by only executing the CORDIC angles which are really necessary. This also

holds for the usually applied forgetting factors 0 � � < 1 but to a smaller extend for smaller �. Note, that smaller

angles (` large) also result in a reduced computational cost for scaling according to (14) (e.g. for ` > b=2 no scaling is

required at all). Furthermore, it is also possible to derive di�erent types of �{rotations adapted to the required rotation

angle [11] such that the required amount of shift{and{add operations is reduced.

In essence it is su�cient to execute a small number r of optimal CORDIC angles per rotation as in (15) to obtain

results comparable to the use of exact rotations as in (4). This is illustrated by the following simulations.

4.1 Simulations

The channel equalization computer experiment as given in chapter 5 of [15] is used to show the performance of the

approximate QRD{updating algorithm (15) at di�erent approximation levels (di�erent values of r). Increasing the

value W corresponds to an increased distortion of the channel which is equivalent to an increased eigenvalue spread. In

Figure 4 (W = 2:9) and Figure 5 (W = 3:5) the ensamble average (30 independent runs) of the squared error e2(t) is

shown for the LMS{algorithm and the QRD{RLS algorithm using di�erent approximation levels (r = 1, r = 2, r = 3

CORDIC angles per rotation, and exact rotation b = 32). Obviously, using r = 3 optimal CORDIC angles per rotation

works as well as using exact rotations. The misadjustment error decreases as r increases. The convergence of the

approximate QRD{RLS does not depend on r.

Instead of working with a �xed number of CORDIC angles per rotation during the whole QRD{RLS algorithm it

is also possible to adapt the number r of executed CORDIC angles per rotation during the course of the algorithm.

Thereby, it is possible to reduce the required amount of �{rotations. Usually the QRD{RLS algorithm requires ap-

proximately 2M steps (stationary processes) for convergence. In Figure 6 the ensamble average error is shown for

working with r = 3 optimal CORDIC angles during the whole QRD{RLS algorithm and for working with the following

adaptation

A1: r = 1 for t �M

r = 2 for M < t � 2M

r = 3 for t > 2M :

Obviously, this adaptive scheme (dotted line) works as well as using r = 3 throughout the QRD{RLS algorithm (solid

line). In Figure 7 the ensamble average error is shown for the QRD{RLS algorithm with r = 3 (solid line) and r = 1

(dashed line) optimal CORDIC angles during the whole algorithm and for a reduction of the approximation accuracy

after the QRD{RLS algorithm has reached convergence (dotted line), i.e.,

A2: r = 3 for t < 50

r = 1 for t � 50

Obviously, the approximation accuracy r = 3 is still nessecary when convergence has been reached. Otherwise, the

ensamble average error increases to the level corresponding to r = 1.

4.2 Additional Remarks

Implementation: So far we have only compared the approximate QRD{updating (15) to the exact QRD{updating

(4) from the algorithmic point of view. It is important to note that the implementation of the Gentleman{Kung



QRD{RLS array using CORDIC{based approximate rotations is much simpler than an implementation based on exact

rotations (original CORDIC). Only one oating point adder per processor cell is required and can be used for the angle

computation (determine optimal `) and angle application (execution of �{rotation and scaling). The results concerning

the e�cient implementation of oating point CORDIC{based approximate rotations derived for the Jacobi method [11]

can be applied to the implementation of the QRD{RLS array with minor modi�cations.

Filter length and minimal error: Besides the performance and the simple implementation the presented algorithm

provides another degree of freedom. The minimal reachable level of Efe2(t)g usually depends on the �lter length M

of the adaptive �ter. The minimum of Efe2(t)g decreases as M increases. Changing the �lter length M , however,

means a change of the implementation in that the Gentleman{Kung array requires M columns. Using the approximate

QRD{updating algorithm corresponding to a given (long) �lter length M enables the reduction of the minimal error

level by increasing the approximation accuracy (i.e. the number of CORDIC angles per rotation r; see Figure 4 and

5). Using exact rotations results in the minimal possible error level while the use of approximate rotations yields error

levels corresponding to smaller �lter lengths Ma < M . Therefore, a reduced accuracy of the approximation (smaller r)

is equivalent to use a shorter �lter length and applying exact rotations. For this reason it is not necessary to change

the architecture of the Gentleman{Kung array but only the value of r in order to realize di�erent �lter lengths.

Covariance estimation: It is also interesting to consider the approximate QRD{updating procedure as a method

to obtain the square root (Cholesky factor) of the covariance matrix approximately. From this point of view the

presented QRD{RLS algorithm using approximate rotations is an intermediate method between using all measured

data to compute the covariance information (i.e. the QRD{updating using exact rotations) and the sign methods

[16, 17] (see also [1] for an overview).

5 Conclusions

In this paper a QRD{RLS algorithm using CORDIC{based approximate rotations was presented. This algorithm

can be e�ciently implemented on the Gentleman{Kung processor array since only one shift{and{add operation is

required in all processor cells to perform the most simple approximate rotation (one speci�c CORDIC angle). Using

CORDIC{based approximate rotations with di�erent approximation accuracies (di�erent r) was discussed. The usual

QRD{RLS algorithm is a special case of the presented algorithm using exact rotations, i.e., r = b. For computing the

QRD the presented algorithm can be considered as an iterative version of the standard QRD (each iteration yields a

further step to the �nal upper triangular matrix).

For QRD{RLS �ltering the application of approximate rotations yields a better overall performance since an appro-

ximation accuracy corresponding to r = 3 optimal CORDIC angles per rotation works as well as using exact rotations

(b = 32). Furthermore, no change of the architecture is required to realize di�erent �lter lengths since shorter �lter

lengths correspond to less accurate approximations of the rotations.

In the presented version the QRD{RLS algorithm is supposed to be as simple to implement as the LMS algorithm,

however, still providing the advantages of the QRD{RLS algorithm compared to the LMS algorithm. A comparative

study of the actual complexities of these implementations is a topic of further research.
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Figure 4: Ensamble average error of 30 independent runs of the channel equalization example (�lter length M = 10)

with W = 2:9 for the LMS algorithm and the QRD{RLS algorithm at di�erent approximation levels of the rotations:

LMS � = 0:075 (solid), QRD{RLS using exact rotations (solid), QRD{RLS with r = 1 (dash-dot), r = 2 (dashed),

r = 3 (dotted) optimal CORDIC angles per rotation.
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Figure 5: Ensamble average error of 30 independent runs of the channel equalization example (�lter length M = 10)

with W = 3:5 for the LMS algorithm and the QRD{RLS algorithm at di�erent approximation levels of the rotations:

LMS � = 0:075 (solid), QRD{RLS using exact rotations (solid), QRD{RLS with r = 1 (dash-dot), r = 2 (dashed),

r = 3 (dotted) optimal CORDIC angles per rotation.
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Figure 6: Ensamble average error of 30 independent runs of the channel equalization example (�lter length M = 10)

with W = 3:5 for the QRD{RLS algorithm with r = 3 (solid line) and the adaptive scheme according to adaptation A1

(dotted line).
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Figure 7: Ensamble average error of 30 independent runs of the channel equalization example (�lter length M = 10)

with W = 3:5 for the QRD{RLS algorithm with r = 3 (solid line), r = 1 (dashed line) and the adaptation of the

accuracy according to adaptation A2 (dotted line).


